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I I 
ABSTRACT 
The Hong Kong Futures Exchange Limited launched Hang Seng Index (HSl) 
Options trading on March 5, 1993. After two years of trading, it is now a good time 
to have a comprehensive review of the efficiency and performance of this Options 
market. To this end, we introduce some basic concepts about HSI Options and carry 
out tests to evaluate the various aspects of the HSI Options market. 
The tests of this project will be based on data from April 1994 to September 
1994. These tests will be divided into three parts. First, the efficiency of HSI Options 
market will be evaluated by examining the applicability of Put-Call parity. Second, we 
will examine whether the Black-Scholes model (1973) is applicable to HSI Options. 
Finally, the hedging effectiveness of HSI Options will be compared with that of HSI 
Futures. In this regard, interviews with practitioners were arranged to provide 
additional up-to-date information about the market. 
The results of the various tests indicate that, after transaction costs are 
considered, the HSI Options market is very close to an efficient market. Moreover, we 
found that the Black-Scholes option pricing model was not the only pricing model used 
by local practitioners. Furthermore, in terms of hedging effectiveness, HSI Options 
and Futures are more or less the same as none of these derivative instruments can 
consistently outperform the other. However, practitioners expressed some preference 
for the use of futures, rather than options on the index, for hedging purposes. 
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Many commentators have blamed derivatives for causing instability in markets. 
Examples include the Baring incident in early 1995. In this event. Baring Brothers lost 
more than 1 billion US dollars in the Japan Nikkel-225 Index Futures market. The 
1987 equities market crash has also been attributed to derivatives trading by some 
analysts\ Moreover, Hong Kong's derivative markets were badly affected by the 
crash given a sharp decline in turnover of Hang Seng Index (HSI) Futures Contracts 
in 1988. Hence, it is a must for the Hong Kong Futures Exchange (HKFE) to rebuild 
confidence and creditability among investors. 
The first thing that the HKFE has done is to establish a fair and efficient market 
by implementing the restructuring proposals. The success of this restructuring is 
clearly shown by the increase in trading activity. In the early 1990's, with the 
completion of a restructuring, the HKFE began a new phase of expansion. The launch 
of HSI Options in March 1993 was such a step and brought major innovations 
including the creation of a registered trader/ market maker system, and the installation 
of a sophisticated clearing and risk management system for derivative contract [See 
Chapter II for further details]. 
1 Source: SFC Bulletin. March-April 1994. Issue No.6. p. 19-30. 
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Index options are important instruments in every major market around the 
world. There are index options markets in nearly all mature financial centres all over 
the world. In fact, trading of standardized exchange based options contracts started in 
1973 when the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) began listing call options. 
Since then, a lot of research has been done which is primarily based on information on 
the S&P Index market. On the other hand, there are only a few studies in the area of 
HSI Options. Examples of these studies include the application of pricing models to 
HSI Options [See Pang and Poon(1993)] and an analysis of option trading strategies 
from the view point of retail investors [See Ng and Yu(1994)]. Given two years of 
trading，it is now a good time to review the performance of the HSI Options Market. 
In this project，our objective is to investigate three other aspects of Hang Seng Index 
Options in Hong Kong. First, for market efficiency, we will examine the applicability 
of Put-Call parity to the HSI Options market. Then, by using the implied volatility 
approach, we will examine whether the practitioners use the Black Scholes model 
(1973) as the sole options pricing model. Finally, we will look into the risk hedging 
properties and benefits of HSI Options. In this regard, we compare the hedging 
effectiveness of HSI Options with another common hedging instrument, HSI Futures. 
In chapter II, we will discuss some background information about HSI Options. 
Chapter III then sets out the literature review with chapter IV presenting the empirical 
analysis in this project will be presented. Finally, in chapter V, we will present 
discussions about recent developments in the HSI Options Market in Hong Kong and 
offer concluding remarks. 
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CHAPTER II 
HANG SENG INDEX OPTIONS 
In this chapter, we will provide a brief overview of the Hang Seng Index 
Options market in Hong Kong. First, a brief history of the Hong Kong Futures 
Exchange (HKFE) will be discussed. Then, the underlying asset of HSI Options, i.e., 
the Hang Seng Index, will be studied. Finally, in this chapter, the basic characteristics, 
special features and trading operations of the HSI Options will be presented. 
Hong Kong Futures Exchange Limited 
The Exchange has its origin in the Hong Kong Commodity Exchange Limited 
which was set up in September 1976^ In 1985, in recognition of a new emphasis on 
financial futures, the name was changed to Hong Kong Futures Exchange Limited 
(HKFE). In 1989, the HKFE Clearing Corporation Limited, a wholly-subsidiary of the 
Exchange, was established to tighten compliance and risk management. 
The HKFE provides a market for Hang Seng Index (HSI) Futures and Options 
which are useful hedging and trading instruments for local and international retail and 
institutional investors with interest in the Hong Kong stock market. In the area of 
2 Source: Stock Futures, Published by the HKFE 
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globalization, the Exchange is seeking to establish ties with overseas exchange so that 
the products of one exchange can be traded on another]. 
Today，an increasing number of users find the HKFE market highly useful and 
cost-effective, as evident from the robust growth of the Exchange in recent years. In 
fact, the turnover of total transactions have been increased continuously in these few 
years. For example, the HSI Futures market has grown so rapidly that its monthly 
volume increased more than ten-fold from 31,070 contracts in May 1986 to 341,369 
contracts in September 1994^ .^ 
Most importantly, the HKFE's high international regulatory standards have 
won the confidence of market users worldwide. For instance, the HKFE was declared 
a “designated investment exchange" by the British Securities and Investment Board 
(SIB) recently. 
In this project, we will focus on Hang Seng Index Options organized by the 
HKFE. However, before we discuss in detail something about options, let us first 
provide a brief overview of its underlying asset, the Hang Seng Index. 
Hang Seng Index 
The Hang Seng Index was first published in 1969. In 1985 four Sub-Indices 
were introduced. They are finance, utilities, properties and commerce & industry，. In 
Hong Kong, the Hang Seng Index is calculated using the weighted market 
capitalization method. The impact on the index or Sub-Indices of a price change in any 
given constituent stock will depend on the size of that company's capitalization. 
3 In June, HSI futures were approved by the Commodities and Futures Trading 
Commission for sale in the United States. 
4 Source: The Securities Journal. December 1994. p.14-15. 
5 Source: Using Hang Seng Index Futures, Published by the HKFE 
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There are 33 constituent stocks in the Index (See Appendix 1). Every stock in 
the Index is represented in one of the four Sub-Indices with each Sub-Index being a 
discrete subset of the Index. The basic formula used to calculate the Index and Sub-
Indices is : 
Current Total Market Value of Constituent Stocks xlOO 
Total Market Value of Constituent Stocks at Base Date 
In recent years, the Hang Seng Index has been maintained so that it represent 
75% of total market value and 70% of total market turnoveA Finally, the index is 
quoted in terms of index points with each index point worth HK$50 for futures and 
options trading purposes. 
Basic Characteristics of HSI Options? 
Hang Seng Index Options were introduced on March 5, 1993. These options 
are either Puts or Calls and give the holder the right, but not the obligation, to buy (in 
the case of a Put) or sell (in the case of a Call) an underlying instrument at a given 
strike price on a given date. Options buyers pay a premium for that right. Besides, 
investors are also allowed to enter into short position, i.e., write an option. Option 
sellers receive the premium but have an obligation to buy or sell the underlying 
instrument on assignment if the buyer exercises his right. 
In the expiration day, all the 'in-the-money' options will be exercised 
automatically by the Hong Kong Clearing Corporation. HSI Options are "cash settled 
contracts of difference". This means that exercise does not involve the transfer of 
shares which constitute the index. The risk taken by the options holders is limited 
6 Source : Using Hang Seng Index Futures, P.5, Published by the HKFE 
7 Source : Understanding Options, Published by the HKFE 
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because they are not obliged to buy the value of the index at a specific price on a 
specific date and only risk the premium they pay. But if you sell either a put or call 
option, you can expose yourself to potentially limitless risk similar to that when you 
buy or sell fiitures. 
The instruments can be exercised only on their expiration date (European 
Style), which makes them less flexible but also less complicated and less risky. 
Although the options could only be exercised on the expiration day, the options 
positions can be opened or closed on any trading day. The use of market-makers 
system on the trading floor guarantees a certain degree of liquidity. 
At any time, calls and puts on the Index Options are offered with at least seven 
strike prices : one at the current Hang Seng Index level, three above and three below. 
Contract periods mirror the underlying HSI Futures and are based on the current 
month, next calendar month and the following two quarter months (two from March, 
June, September and December - See Appendix 2). Investors thus will have at least 56 
options to choose, at any one time. 
The cost of an option includes its price, or "premium, transaction cost to the 
HKFE and brokerage commissions. For other terminology for options trading, please 
refer to Appendix 3. The premium is calculated according to a complex formula based 
on current market expectations, interest rates and other factors , and it is expressed in 
Hang Seng Index points, with each point worth HK$50. 
The premium of the options is composed of two parts: intrinsic value and time 
value. The intrinsic value of an option is the minimum value of the option. The 
intrinsic values of the calls and puts are Max(OJ-E) and Max(0, E-I), respectively, 
where I is the value of the index at expiry and E is the exercise price. The time value 
7 
reflects the speculative appeal of an option and will be influenced by the amount of 
time remaining until expiry as well as the volatility of the underlying index. 
In a new or developing options market like Hong Kong, there may not be 
enough natural business for the broker to wait for an offsetting order. However, the 
market makers (or ‘registered traders') will always guarantee a trading price of options 
trading. The role of the market makers is to ensure that the client will always faces a 
bid and offer prices. They typically use delta hedging to hedge their risks in the options 
market and preserve their spreads. 
As only member representatives who have passed the necessary examinations 
are allowed on the trading floor at the Exchange^, the investors will need to put their 
orders through one of the HKFE members. Before being allowed to trade, every 
investor has to sign a Client Account Agreement (See Appendix 4) which sets out the 
risks of trading options and the terms of business for the Member. Clients also receive 
an Options Information Statement (See Appendix 5) when setting up an options 
account with a broker. 
Finally, brokers should be able to inform investors the market information on 
option prices through the computerised price reporting system. This provides 
information on the current bid and offer prices, and the time of the last trade. 
For details of the contract specification of Hang Seng Index Options,reference 
should be made to Appendix 6. 
8 Around 900 employees of member firms attended the training courses in options 
trading, risk management and other related subjects prior to launch of HSI Options in 
March 1993. In November 1994, the HKFE has 115 members, all of which are limited 




As the project investigates three aspects of options, the discussion in this 
chapter will follow the same order of Put-Call parity, applicability of Black-Scholes 
model and the hedging effectiveness of derivative instruments. 
I l l ⑷ PUT-CALL PARITY 
An efficient market means that riskless profit opportunities are quickly 
eliminated, i.e. markets are arbitraged effectively. There is an important relationship 
between put price and call price for options on the same stock with the same expiry 
date. This relationship is often considered as a benchmark for market efficiency. This 
relationship is known as Put-Call parity. As a simple illustration, consider a simple one-
step binomial tree for a stock with current price S at time t = 0. 
FIGURE 3(A) One-step Binomial Tree 
< S H 
SL 
t=0 t二 1 
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In this binomial tree, the stock price at the end of the time period, t=l, is either 
S h or SL .For simplicity, let's assume that S h > X and S l < X As stock price varies, the 
value of a call option and a put option written on the stock with strike price X and 
expire at t =1 is shown in the following table: 
TABLE 1 Option price at time t +At 
Stock Price at t二 1 Call Option Price Put Option Price 
SH S H - X 0 
| O | X - S L 
Suppose an investor holds the following portfolio at time t: 
1) Short a call option on 1 share of stock; 
2) Long a put option on 1 share of stock, and 
3) Long 1 share of stock. 
I f stock price at t=l becomes SH’the future value of the payoff of the portfolio 
is -(SH-X) + (0) + SH 二 X; on the other hand, if stock price at t +At becomes SL , the 
future value of the payoff of the portfolio is (0)+(X -SL) + SL = X. This outcome, 
originally noted in Stoll(1969) means that the present value of such a portfolio, 
irrespective of stock price movement, is given by Xe-". Mathematically, this 
relationship can be expressed as: 
c-p + S=Xe-d (1) 
where 
X = the strike price of the option 
S = the current market price of the underlying stock 
c = the current market price of an European call option 
p = the current market price of an European put option 
r = continuously compounded risk-free rate covering the life of the option 
M = present value of profit made 
[See Stoll(1969)] 
This simplified example illustrates a relation iri option price known as Put-Call Parity. 
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Stoll (1969) worked on the pricing relationship between European put option 
and call options written on the same non-dividend yielding stock with same strike price 
and time to maturity. His method is to construct the riskless portfolio illustrated above. 
He suggested that in competitive markets where arbitrage profit cannot last long, 
equation (1) holds for an European option on a non-dividend yielding stock. 
Put-Call Parity on other Securities 
Stoll's original model is derived for an European option on a non-dividend 
paying stock. It can be shown, however, that with slight adjustment, Put-Call parity 
can be used to describe the price relationship on call and put options of other 
securities. 
(a、American option on non-dividend paving stock 
The difference between American and European option is that the former 
allows early exercise prior to maturity. Merton(1973) attempted to extend and modify 
the model by Stoll for American option. He claimed that the best that can be done for 
American options are the bounding inequalities : 
S-X<C-P<S-Xe-rt (2) 
where C denotes the price of American call option and P denotes the price if American 
put options. 
(b) European option on dividend paving stock 
The result obtained by Stoll has assumed that the options are based on 
nondividend-paying stock. The dividend effect, however，can be incorporated into the 
Put-Call parity relation for European option. Using D to denote the present value of 
the dividends during the life of the option, and assuming that dividend occur at time of 
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its ex-dividend date. After ex-dividend date, the present value of the stock at that time 
becomes S-D. Thus, the Put-Call parity relation is modified to : 
c-p=(S-D)-Xe-rt (3) 
[See Hull (1993, P.286)] 
Alternatively, if we denotes the dividend being paid continuously at a rate q per 
annum, the relation is 
c-p-Se-qt-Xe-rt (4) 
[See Hull (1993, P.286)] 
fc) Option on stock index and option on fijture 
The Put-Call parity relation can also be extended to options on assets other 
than stocks. For example, for option on stock index, the Put-Call relation is similar to 
that in (6), i.e. c-p=Se-qt-Xe-rt. For European options on futures, the Put-Call relation 
is given by : 
c-p=(F-X)e-rt (5) 
[See Fung and Chan (1994, P.958-962)] 
Empirical Studies 
Put-Call parity provides a benchmark of market efficiency, since arbitrage 
opportunities may exist if the relation does not hold. Some studies have been 
attempted to test the validity of Put-Call parity and, therefore, the presence of 
arbitrage opportunities.[see Klemkosky and Resnick(1979), and Nisbet( 1992)] 
Klemkosky and Resnick (1979) used data on option prices taken from trades 
between July 1977 and June 1978 to test Put-Call parity. They identified many 
situations where an arbitrage opportunity existed. After allowing for transaction costs. 
) ‘ 
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they noted that only a few of these opportunities were still profitable. Klemkosky and 
Resnick's conclusion is that arbitrage opportunities were available to some traders, 
particularly market makers, during the period they studied. 
Nisbet (1992, p.381-403)) has also tested Put-Call parity on the London 
Traded Options Market. The results showed that when only the option spread is taken 
into account, a significant number of deviations from Put-Call parity can be identified. 
When transaction costs on options and share are considered, however, only a few of 
these deviations continued to exist. 
In summary, Stoll's Put-Call parity does not always hold in all markets. In 
determining whether arbitrage opportunity exists, however, care must be taken to 
allow for the effect of transaction cost. 
Put-Call-Future Parity 
The discussion on Put-Call Parity discussed so far has based only one 
derivative instrument, i.e. an option. Tucker (1991, p.351-353/ suggested that 
arbitrage between stock index futures and stock index options is quite possible because 
futures and options written on the same index are available, and the portfolio formed 
for arbitraging involve only a few derivatives. He went on to examine the price relation 
between call and put index options and index ftitures known as Put-Call-Future parity. 
9 In deriving this relation, Tucker (1991, p.351-353) made the following assumptions: 
1) The index futures and the index options have the same expiring dates; 
2) Transaction costs are zero ； 
3) The index stock options are not exercised early, i.e. the index options are European; 
4) The futures position is held until its expiration; 
5) The markets are arbitrage-free. 
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The arbitrage-free pricing relationship between index flitures and index call and 
put option, according to Tucker's paper, is given as: 
c-p 二 (F-X)e-rt (6) 
where r 二 risk-free interest rate 
t = the time until the futures and options contracts expire 
c = index call option price with any strike price 
p = index put option price with the same strike price as the index call option 
F = stock index ftiture price mature on the same date as the options 
X = strike price of the index options 
Proof of this theorem is similar to that for equation (1). Please note that the 
relation is similar to that for options on futures, i.e. equation (5). Reader must also 
note that the options in the two equations are in fact different in nature - equation (6) 
is for index options while equation (5) is for European options on the futures. The 
similarity arises from the fact that for a European option on index futures, no early 
exercise is allowed and therefore the future is settled on the maturity day of the option. 
Therefore, a European option on the ftitures is equivalent to an index option. This 
relation is easier to test, since dividends do not have any impact on the above theorem, 




m m ) APPLICABILITY OF BLACK-SCHOLES MODEL 
The Black-Scholes [B-S] (1973) options pricing model has won widespread 
approval and is designed to price European call and put options on non-dividend 
paying stocks. But by introducing some additional factor(s) in the equation, the B-S 
model can also be used to price options on currencies, stock indices, futures and 
warrants. The basic equations of the B-S model for option pricing are shown below: 
Call Option price = SN(d,) - e '^XNCdJ (7) 
Put Option price = e '^XNl-dJ - SN(-d,) (8) 
ln(S/X) + (r + aV2 )T 
where d 丨= ^ 
ln(S/X) + (r-a ' /2)T 
d2 二 ^ 
S = Current market price of the underlying asset 
X 二 Strike price 
r = Risk free interest rate 
T = Time to expiration of option 
a == Volatility of the underlying asset 
In deriving the B-S option pricing formula, many assumptions have been made, 
which may in turn compromise the applicability of the model. The assumptions made in 
B-S include: 
1) Stock price behaviour corresponds to a lognormal distribution. 
2) There are no transactions costs or taxes. 
3) There are no dividends on the stock during the life of the option. 
4) There are no riskless arbitrage opportunities. 
5) Investors can borrow or lend at the same short-term risk-free rate of interest, which 
is constant. 
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Such strict assumptions have limited the use of the B-S model in pricing 
options. Many researchers have therefore attempted to make adjustments for the 
model. For example, Merton(1973) adjusts the model for a specific dividend policy. 
Numerous empirical studies have been carried to test the accuracy and validity 
of the B-S model's accuracy and validity. Black(1975), one of the founders of the 
model, has already pointed out that market prices of call options "tend to differ in 
certain systematic ways" from the values given by the B-S model for options with less 
than three months to expiration and for options that are either 'deeply in, or 'deeply 
out of the money'. 
MacBeth and Merville(1979) have tested the B-S model by looking at different 
call options on the same stock at the same time and then comparing the volatilities 
implied by these option prices. Implied volatility is the volatility of the underlying asset 
implied by an option price observed in the market. MacBeth and Merville found that 
implied volatilities tended to be relatively high for ‘in-the-money, options and relatively 
low for 'out-of-the-money' options. They then pointed out that, if assuming B-S 
correctly prices the 'at-the-money' options, the model will underprice ‘in-the-money, 
options and overprice ‘out-of-the-money，options. That is, MacBeth and Merville 
noted that the volatility for which the B-S equation correctly prices 'at-the-money' 
options causes it to price 'in-the-money' options lower than actual market prices and 
price 'out-of-the-money' options higher than actual market prices. 
Rubinstein(1985) has examined the same topic, but with a different approach. 
He used a non-parametric test to identify significant signs of differences between B-S 
values. This was done by comparing implied volatilities of matched pairs of call 
options, which differed either only in exercise price or in maturity day. He found that 
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contradictory results were observed in two periods. For the first period, his results 
were consistent with those of MacBeth and Merville. However, for the second period, 
the opposite result from MacBeth and Merville was obtained, since implied volatilities 
on 'out-of-the-money' options were relatively high and on 'in-the-money options' 
were relatively low. 
Possible biases in Black-Scholes Model 
Hull(1993,p.378-387)io pointed out that the pricing biases can be explained by 
differences between lognormal distribution assumed by B-S and the true distribution. 
As explained earlier, the model of stock price behaviour underlying B-S assumes that 
the distribution of the underlying asset price is lognormal. Hull suggested that there are 
four possible ways in which the true terminal distribution can be different from a 
lognormal distribution with the same mean and standard deviation of the underlying 
asset price return (see Figure 3(B)). First, for a call option that is significantly ‘out-of-
the-money，. Its value depends on the right tail of the terminal stock price distribution 
and the fatter the tail, the more valuable the option. Consequently, Hull noted that B-S 
will tend to underprice 'out-of-the-money' calls when the stock price distribution is as 
illustrated in Figure 3(B).c and Figure 3(B).d and overprice 'out-of-the-money' calls in 
the cases shown in Figure 3(B).a and Figure 3(B).b. 
10 See Hull, John C. Options. Futures, and Other Derivative Securities. New Jersey: 
Prentice-Hall International, Inc.，1993. 
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Figure 3(B) Alternative Underlying Asset Price Distributions 
一-Lognormaldtetribijticjn 
— ^ ― T r u B distribution 
iX 
S 0 (b) 
ILZk 
Source : Hull, John C. Options, Futures, and other Derivative Securities .’p.379, New Jersey : Prentice-
Hall 
International, Inc., 1993. 
For a put option that is significantly ‘out of the money', once can see that it has 
a positive value only if there is a large decrease in stock price, so that its value depends 
on the left tail of the terminal stock price distribution. The fatter this tail, therefore, the 
greater the option value. From Hull's illustrations, we can see that the B-S will, 
therefore, tend to underprice 'out-of-the-money' puts [in Figure 3(B).b and 3(B).d] 
and overprice 'out-of-the-money' puts [in 3(B).a and 3(B).c]. 
The above arguments by Hull are best summarized in Table 2 overpage: 
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TABLE 2 Biases Corresponding to Alternative Stock Price 
Distributions in Figure 3(B) 
Distribution Characteristics Biases 
Figure 3(B).a~~Both tails thinner Black-Scholes overprices both out-of-the-money 
and in-the-money calls and puts 
Figure 3 (B ) . bLe f t tail fatter, Black-Scholes overprices out-of-the-money calls 
right tail thinner and in-the-money puts. It underprices out-of-the-
money puts and in-the-money calls 
Figure 3(B).c~~Left tail thinner, Black-Scholes overprices out-of-the-money puts 
right tail fatter and in-the-money calls. It underprices out-of-the-
money calls and in-the-money puts 
Figure 3(B).d Both tails fatter Black-Scholes underprices both out-of-the-
money and in-the-money calls and puts 
Source : Hull, John C. Options, Futures, and other Derivative Securities, p.380. New Jersey : Prenlice-
Hall International, Inc., 1993. 
m ( n HEDGING EFFECTIVENESS OF DERIVATIVE INSTRUMENTS 
Most practitioners identify three types of investors in the market, namely 
arbitrageurs, speculators and hedgers. In this respect, attention will be focus on the 
role of the hedger. Hedging is often viewed as a form of insurance with premiums paid 
to speculators who bear the risk hedgers are trying to avoid. 
Investors in the stock market are always subject to some risk. In selecting a 
portfolio, there are two considerations: the portfolio's systematic risk and its non-
systematic risk. Non-systematic risk can be reduced by portfolio diversification since 
the price movements of individual stocks often have cancelling effects. However, 
systematic risk cannot be offset and investors may pay something to avoid it. Index 
futures and options, such as HSI Futures and Options, provide channels for investor to 
transfer this kind of risk. 
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There are many strategies to implement for portfolio insurance. Let's consider 
some of the various alternatives that the portfolio manager with a bearish outlook 
has.ii One of the alternatives is, of course, to sell the portfolio. However, in a market 
which is not liquid enough, it may be quite difficult for him to completely and 
immediately exit the market. Moreover, some portfolio managers may want to hold 
the portfolio as they believe that the market will go up in the long run. 
Another alternative available for the portfolio manager is to sell index futures. 
This strategy is widely used in Hong Kong and elsewhere. The objective of selling 
index futures is to eliminate the risk of a downside movement in the market while still 
owning the portfolio. Hedging is the use of futures as a means of locking in the current 
value of the investor's portfolio of stocks. When the profit and loss are equal, the 
hedge is called a perfect hedge. In the stock index flitures market, a perfect hedge 
should return the risk-free rate of return. However, basis risk will be introduced if 
the settlement date in the futures does not coincide with the selling date of the 
portfolio. 
The third alternative is buying the index put options or to sell the index call 
options. This strategy shares a similar objective to selling index futures. However, the 
options holders are given the right to buy or sell an underlying asset at a stipulated 
price on the settlement date (in European HSI Options). But the investors have to pay 
premium when they buy the index options. 
Empirical Evidence 
As far as hedging is concerned, recent studies have emphasized the calculation 
of an optimal hedge ratio and the application of appropriate measures of effectiveness. 
11 Based upon an interview with Mr. Ricky Ho of Indoseuz 
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(1) Calculation of an optimal hedge ratio 
Hedge ratio in simple strategies using futures contracts are determined using 
OLS regression, with the regression coefficient serving as the hedge ratio. According 
to Figlewski, Landskroner, and Silber，(1991); Myer (1991); Grant and Eaker (1989), 
more sophisticated approaches have not clearly established a method consistently 
12 
superior to OLS. 
⑶ Application of appropriate measures of effectiveness 
Based on the finding that the hedge ratios from the regression of prices of S&P 
500 spot and futures markets do exhibit a random pattern, Malliaris and Urrutia (1991, 
p.55-68) determined that the R? from an OLS regression is an effectiveness measure. 
Another approach to measure hedging effectiveness using mean absolute difference 
between a hedged portfolio's return and a specified target return [Lindahl (1991)]. 
While extensive work has been devoted to determining the advantages of 
different hedging strategies using a given instrument, little attention has been given to 
direct comparisons of competing hedging vehicles. Hence, in this project, we will try 
to compare the hedging effectiveness of HSI Options and Futures. 
In concluding this chapter, much research have been done to investigate 
different areas in the US options market. However, as Index Options are still quite 
new in Hong Kong, there has been relatively little empirical research on options in the 
territory. For existing studies on HSI Options, see Pang and Poon (1993) and Ng and 
Yu (1994). Hence, in this project, we are going to carry out various tests on an 
12 Ceccetti, Cumby, and Figlewski (1988) proposed that the maximization of a 
risk/return utility function, not risk minimization, is the relevant goal of the hedger. 
Their results are inconclusive in determining the superiority if the cost of determining 
and generating a utility functions is considered. 
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options market which has been developing rapidly in the past two years. We hope that 




EMPIRICAL METHODOLOGY, DATA EMPLOYED AND EMPIRICAL 
FINDINGS 
As in chapter three, this chapter will be divided into three parts. In each part、a 
specific test will be studied. First, the efficiency of the HSI options market will be 
checked by making use of Put-Call parity. Then, the applicability of the Black-Scholes 
model will be investigated through the implied volatility approach. Finally, the hedging 
effectiveness of options and futures will be compared. 
IVfA) METHODOLOGY AND DATA EMPLOYED IN INVESTIGATION OF 
PUT-CALL PARITY FOR HSI OPTIONS 
Put-Call parity has long been known as an important option pricing 
relationship. It is claimed that Put-Call parity is a benchmark of market elTiciency, since 
arbitrage opportunities may exist if this relationship does not hold. In this section, we 
will examine whether Put-Call parity holds for HSI Options trading. 
Equation (8) describes the Put-Call parity relation. In exploiting the arbitrage 
opportunity using HSI options, however, the portfolio of stocks of the HSI are seldom 
used. This is because there are 33 constituent stocks involved, making the transaction 
costs required to construct such a portfolio high. Besides, considerable time may be 
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needed to buy or sell all the stocks in the portfolio, causing traders to be unable to 
exploit any arbitrage opportunity that may occur. 
In exploiting arbitrage opportunities and performing hedging, traders usually 
prefer using HSI futures. ！； This is because the market for HSI futures is very liquid, 
making it possible to perform arbitrage and hedging quickly. Besides, as HSI futures 
are also based on the same underlying asset as the HSI options, it is fkr more 
convenient to use HSI futures together with HSI Options for both arbitraging and 
hedging. Therefore, in examining whether arbitrage opportunities exist in the HSI 
Options market, it is more relevant to test Tucker's Put-Call-future parity relation, 
which involves options on the index and futures on the index only. Lee, Ng and 
Fung(1994) has also showed that HSI futures can be used as a good proxy for the 
stock portfolio underlying HSI in testing market efficiency. 
The test will be conducted in an inter-day basis, using daily closing prices. The 
closing prices of HSI Options, for a particular strike price, and HSI futures are 
obtained from the daily record of Hong Kong Futures Exchange Ltd, published in the 
Business Post Section of South China Morning Post. The daily closing price of the 
Hang Seng Index is obtained from the daily summary record of HSI Services Co. Ltd., 
also published in the Business Post Section of South China Morning Post. HSI Options 
contracts traded during April and September 1994 are selected for testing. We choose 
this period because the Hang Seng Index was relatively non-volatile during that time, 
so that the price of options reflect the condition of the market more truly. 
Only current month and next month option contracts are considered in lliis study. 
Three month and six month contract are not considered owing to thin trading. Data for 




the spot month contracts are selected up to the third last trading day, since HSI 
Options contracts expires on the perultimate business day of the contract month. In 
total, 112 trading days are considered. For next month contract, we select data up to 
the last trading day, resulting in data from a total of 124 trading days. 
In this study，we will examine the effect of maturity date and spread between 
strike price and index on the Put-Call parity relation. To examine the effect of time to 
maturity, we will perform testing on current month and next month options separately. 
For the effect of spread, we will perform testing on options with different spreads 
separately. Since the level of the underlying index is the same for all options on the 
same date, variation in spread among options on the same date depends on the strike 
price of the option. With strike price X and underlying asset price S, a call option will 
be 'in-the-money' (ITM) if S〉X and 'out-of-the-money' (OTM) if S<X, while the 
reverse is true for a put option. Thus, a low strike price results in an ITM call and an 
OTM put, while a high strike price results in an OTM call and an ITM put. Tluis, for 
each pair of call and put options with the same strike prices, we can categorize them in 
Table 3: 
TABLE 3 Cateiiorization of Options for Put-Call Parity 
• p ^ Spread (in index points) Number of pairs sclcciecl daily 
ITM call, OTM put 200 < (HSI - Strike Price) < 6 0 0 2 
ATM call and put -200 < (HSI - Strike Price) < 2 0 0 2 (3 in a few eases) 
OTM call, ITM put -600 < (HSI - Strike Price) < -200 2 
Deep ‘in-the-money，and deep 'out-of-the-money' options are excluded form 
consideration due to their thin trading. 
Preliminary statistics on the amount of the closing premium (also obtained from 
the daily record published by HKFE) of these pairs of current month contracts are 
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TABLE 4 Preliminary Statistics on Amount oF Premium for Ditrerent Pairs 
Current month contract 
1) Premium (in index points) for ITM call +OTM put 
Premium of Call 
Premium of Put " 0-50 51-100 101-200 201-400 400 _ 
0-50 T “ 0 0 ^ 
51-100 0 ‘ 0 0 l i 12 
101-200 " O 0 0 」 LZ ^ 
201-400 0 0 0 2 
>400 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 
Total number of pairs = 224 
2) Premium (in index points) tor ATM call +ATM put 
Premium of Call 
H p i ^ m i i ^ ^ f P u t 0-50 51-100 101-200 201-400 4()() : 
0-50 0 1 1 I 
51-100 T" 3 — 7 5 I) 
101-200 一 1 — 8 -n 26 () _ 
201-400 ~3 10 ^ 11 
>400 0 0 I 0 卜 111 
Total number of pairs = 227 
3) Premium (in index points) for OTM call "HTM put — 
Preiniimi of Call 
Preniiu.nofP；；^ o 3 o 51-100 101-200 20 丨-400 4(K> _ _ 
0-50 ~ 0 0 0 i) 
51-100 0 0 2 
101-200 0 0 0 () 
201-400 26 10 8 « 2 
-400 I 59 49 I 63 | 9 Li! 
Total luiniber of pairs = 224 
Next month contract 
4) Premium (in index points) for ITM call + OTM put 
Premium of Call 
Premium of Put 0-50 51-100 101-200 201-400 400 
0-50 ~0 ~ 0 0 
51-100 ~0 ~ 0 0 ！ 
101-200 "T" 0 0 2 Zi 
201-400 ~ 0 0 0 J^^  
>400 0 0 I 0 U L L i 
Total number of pairs = 249 
5) Premium (in index points) for ATM call + ATM put 
. Proinium ol'Call 
^ 31-100 10 丨-200 201-400 拟） ： 
0-50 ~b — 0 2 
51-100 ~0~ 0 0 () () 
101-200 0 2 9. ^ 
201-400 0 0 0 
400 0 0 I 0 u ^ U J 
Total number of pairs = 256 
6) IVeiniimi (in index poiiils) fur OTN'l call + ITM put 
“ Premium o f ^ i l l 
Premium ofl'iU 0-50 31-100 101-200 201-400 : 
0-50 T " 0 0 0 
51-100 ~ 0 0 0 0 
101-200 0 0 0 i) 
201-400 " O ” () 0 9. 
,>400 0 6 I 71 157 I j 
Total number ofpaiis = 242 
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shown in Table 4. Each cell in these tables contains the number of pairs of options with 
a certain range of premium. 
Continuous compounding of the 1-month HIBOR, for each month within the 
sample period, is used to compute the risk-free interest rate. 
We will test Tucker's Put-Call-Future parity relation (equation (6)) to examine 
whether arbitrage opportunities exist in HSI Options market. This is achieved by using 
the method employed by Fung and Chan (1994) to test the relation. Under this 
method, a regression model, as in equation (9) below, is run to test equation (6). 
( ) . , 二 a + (3 ( c - p + X l , " ),• + 8,- (9) 
where s丁 = random error term 
T 二 No. of observation 
We will test the data of different spread range and maturity individually. With 
three spread ranges (ITM call+OTM put, ATM call+ATM put and OTM call+lTM 
put) and two maturity day range (current month and next month), there will be a total 
of six regression analysis. For each spread range there are 2 pairs of data to be used in 
the regression model each day. 
For testing, the following hypothesis is set. 
H o : a = OarKlp= 1; 
Hi : a <> 0 and/or (3 <> 1 
Any deviation from Put-Call parity is reflected in the t-statistics of these coemcients. It 
. . . . • 
should be noted that transaction cost effect is not considered in this equation. 
1 
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Empirical Findings for Put-Call Parity for HSI Options 
Table 5 below shows the regression results for the equation: 
(Fc--" >r = intercept + slope*( c - p + Xc," ),. (10) 
TABLE 5 Summary for Result of Put-Call Parity 
Month Put-Call Pair intcrccpt slope a(Jj.R2 
Call Put value std error t-stat value std error t-s(:il 
Current ITM OTM -37.42413.021 -2.87431 .0034 O.OOU 7 1 6 . 9 0 . 9 9 % 
Current ATM ATM 24.440 12.481 -1.95821.0031 ().()() 13 7 4 7 . 2 0 . 9 9 % 
Current OTM ITM -1 . 70313 . 613 -0.1251 1.0012 ().()() 15 68.1.10.9995 
Next ITM OTM -69.778 —21.529 -3.2410l.()()7() {).()()23 4 3 4 . 1 O . W H l 
Next ATM ATM -16.94019.258 -0.87961.0020 ().()()2() 4X2 .50 .99X9 
Next OTM ITM -24.747 17.220 -1.43711 .0036 00019 5 4 0 . 2 " . 州 2 
All adjusted R2s of the regressions are close to unity, meaning that the 
regressed lines can explain almost 100% of the sample. All of the regressed lines, 
except for current month's contract with ATM call and put, have values of a 
significantly different from zero. Our findings thus reject the null hypothesis that a = 0. 
In other words, without considering transaction costs, arbitrage opportunities exist in 
the HSI Options and Futures market. 
All of the values of a are negative. This implies that the portfolio of long 
positions in futures is underpriced relative to the portfolio of a long call, short put and 
borrow cash. As a result, arbitrageurs can make risk-free profit by performing these 
transactions simultaneously: 
1) Longing 1 HSI future contract at the daily closing price F on the day of transaction 
and invest Ft''" in a riskless investment at a rate of r; 
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2) Shorting I HSI call option with any exercise price X which matures on the same 
date as the HSI futures; 
3) Longing 1 HSI put option with exercise price X which matures on the same date as 
the HSI futures; 
4) Borrowing money of the amount Xe^'aX risk free rate over the life of the option. 
By constructing such a portfolio, an arbitrage profit can be obtained upon 
expiration of the future and options. The present value of profit obtained is the 
intercept point times 50 dollars. For example, if we construct one unit of the above 
portfolio for current month ITM call + OTM put, the present value of the profit 
obtained is 37.424*50 = $1817.2. The cash actually received on the expiration date of 
the future and option is multiplied by (1 + e'""). 
Up to this point, our discussion has not considered the effect of transaction 
costs. For trading of futures, the transaction cost involved is mainly the commission 
paid to brokers. For trading options, there are explicit and implicit transaction cost (see 
Phillips and Smith, 1980). The explicit transaction cost involved during the trading of 
options include commission to brokers, trading fees and exercise fees. These fees are 
small, and are negligible when trading size is large (see Appendix 6). The implicit 
transaction cost for transaction cost mainly comes from the bid-ask spread. A market-
maker who performs the passive function of providing liquidity on the exchange 
continually quotes a higher price at which he is willing to sell than buy. Thus he 
expects to make a fraction of a point on each trade. Usually the market-maker will 
immediately hedge the trade in the fiatures to offset this market risk. The size of the 
spread depends on a number of variables specific to the security including price and 
trading activity. 
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The maximum bid-ask spreads allowed are shown below: 
, TABLE 6. Maximum Bid-Ask Spread 
Trade size of 1 lot | | Trade size more than 1 lot 
丨 Max. Bid/Ask" Max. Bid/Ask 
Premium Spread Premium Spread 
0-50 points 5 points 0-50 points IQpoints 
51-100 points 10 points 51-100 points 20 points 
101-200 points 15 points 一 101-200 points 30 points 
201-400 points 20 points 201-400 points 40 points 
401 points or above 25 points I 401 points or above 50 points 
Source: The Securities Journal, June 1994. p.21 
The above table suggests that the higher the premium, the greater will be the 
bid-ask spread. From the preliminary statistics of the option price, we see that most of 
the put and call options premium are 200 points or higher. This suggests that the 
maximum bid/ask spread for trading more than 1 lot will be 40 points or higher, which 
is comparable to the profit obtained from constructing the arbitrage portfolio. The 
value of bid/ask spreads are only expressed in maximum terms. However, it is 
reasonable to think that actual bid/ask spreads for each trade approximate this. 
Therefore, we may argue that the arbitrage profit in the risk-free option and future 
portfolio may not be really obtainable due to the size of the high bid/ask spreads. 
In summary, when the effect of transaction cost is taken into account, the 
arbitrage profit in the HSI Options market may not be as large as it appears to be due 
to the relatively large bid/ask spread. Actual assessment of the effect of bid/ask spread, 
however, requires precise estimation of the average value. 
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TVfm METHODOLOGY AND DATA EMPLOYED IN rNVRSTTGATION OF THE 
APPLICABILITY OF THE BLACK-SCHQLES MOPFI - AN IMPLIED 
VOLATILITY APPROACH 
Since the Black-Scholes [B-S] option pricing model(l973), numerous empirical 
studies have been carried out to test its accuracy and validity. Also, some market 
practitioners in Hong Kong^' have pointed out that the B-S could only serve as a basic 
framework for option pricing. They said that many assumptions in B-S model, e.g. 
non-dividend paying stocks or continuous dividend, do not match reality. In this 
section, we will test the validity of B-S model on pricing HSI Options by looking into 
the implied volatilities. 
In this study, the Daily closing values of the HSI Options are used for analysis 
here. We use HSI Options price from April 1994 to September 1994. There are 
altogether 124 trading days between these periods. 
We adopt the method similar to that used by Rubinstein(1985). In this test, the 
null hypothesis is that option market prices and B-S values exhibit no systematic 
differences. If the null hypothesis is rejected by the non-parametric test, then we can 
conclude that inputs have been incorrectly measured or the mathematical structure of 
the B-S formula is incorrect. 
We argue that the first possibility is extremely unlikely given the data base 
available. Then, we will be forced to conclude that the trouble lies with the form of the 
B-S formula. 
To conduct such a test, each consolidated record of option price was placed in 
one of 24 categories depending on the criteria outlined in Table 7: 
14 Based upon telephone interview with Mr.Magnus Ericssion of W.I.Carr. 
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TABLE 7 Cateo;nH7.ation of Option Price 
n Time to expiration 
Two ranges of time to expiration are distinguished: 
a. Near Maturity - current month 
b. Far Maturity - next month 
3 month and 6 month contracts are not considered due to their thin trading volume. 
2-1 Ratio of the spot Hang Seng Index to the^tnke^rice for the associated options 
For call options, this is divided into : • • 
a In-the-money (ITM) : options with strike price within 200 points to 600 points 
less than spot index. This is further subdivided into ITM2 (with 400 to 600 points 
difference) and ITMl (with 200 to 400 points difference) 
b. Around-the-money-in (ATM) : options with strike price within ±200 points of 
spot index. This is further sub-divided into ATM-I (Ostrike price - spot >-200) 
and ATM-0 (200〉strike price - spot>0) . , . 。。^  . ^^^ 
c Out-of-the-money (OTM) : options with strike price within 200 points to 600 
points more than spot index. This is further subdivided into 0TM2 (with 400 to 
600 points difference) and OTMl (with 200 to 400 points difference) 
3) Put or call. 
The records are then further distinguished by whether its put or call. 
As an illustration of the criteria in Table 7，consider the case where the HSI is 8751. 
The six categories of Options identified in (2) are shown below: 
FIGURE 4(A) F.xample for rategorize Options 
8751 
SPOT , • 
• I L - — — I 1 ‘ 
STRIKE 8200 8400 8600 8800 9000 9200 
PRICE PJM2 ITMl ATM-I ATM-O O T M l OTM2 
For put options, since 'in-the-money' options are those with strike price higher 
than the spot index and 'out-of-the-money' options are those with strike prices lower 
than the spot index, the categorisation is similar but reversed. 
Categorisation in Table 7 is illustrated in Figure 4(B). 
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As an example, suppose we extract an record on June 2, 1994, while by that 
time the spot index is 9222.34. The option under consideration is a call option with 
strike price 9000 and the option will expire in June. In this case, the option belongs to 
call, ITM2 and is near maturity. 
Following the above method, all options traded on each trading day are 
categorized into 24 sets. The volatilities implied by each record are calculated. In other 
words, we will obtain 24 average implied volatilities for each trading day. 
To compare the effect of strike price to spot price on implied volatility, all 
possible matched pairs of option records are selected. To be matched, two records of 
different strike price range must be observed on the same day and having the same 
maturity day. Altogether for the sample, there are 6507 such matched pairs. Of these 
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pairs, 1647 of them are call options on the current month, 1641 are call options on the 
next month, 1579 are put options on the current month, and 1640 are put options on 
the next month. 
As an example, consider matched pairs of call options with near maturity, but 
with different strike price ranges such that one falls into the range ITM2 and the other 
falls into OTMl . The sample contained a total of 118 of these matched pairs. In 1 10 of 
these, the option with lower strike price range has the higher B-S implied volatility (see 
Table 8). 
Our null hypothesis is that the B-S formula produces unbiased values. Under 
this hypothesis, the implied volatilities of options at various strike prices should be 
equal, given other parameters being the same (e.g. time to expiration, belonging to the 
same underlying asset, be observed on the same day during the same underlying asset 
price interval). Therefore, if the null hypothesis is true, then for any matched pairing, 
the probability is 1/2 that the option with the higher strike price should have the higher 
implied volatility. In compliance with the result by MacBeth and Merville(1979), we 
set the alternative hypothesis to be that the lower strike price results in higher implied 
volatility. For call options, this means that the deeper the options are ‘in-the-money’， 
the higher the implied volatility. For put options, the alternative hypothesis means that 
the deeper the degree the option is of out-of-the-money, the higher the implied 
volatility. 
To illustrate the idea of the test, let's refer to the previous example of a call 
option. We would expect 59 cases where the higher strike price option has the higher 
implied volatility. In fact, in our sample we found 110 cases out of 118. The probability 
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of obtaining such a number higher given the truth of the null hypothesis, as 
Rubinstein(1985) suggested, is well approximated by : 
( i i o + > a - o ^ * i i 8 ) 
— L K * V l l 8 
where N is the standard cumulative normal distribution function. Such a sign-test is a 
known measure of statistical significance. In this example, this probability is less than 
0.000001. Thus, for these matched pairs we can safely reject the null hypothesis. 
Similarly, in another example with a sample of 104 pairs of put options, we 
would expect 52 cases where the higher strike price option has the higher implied 
volatility. In fact, we found 23 cases out of 104 (see Table 7). The probability of 
obtaining such a number or lower could have occurred given the truth of the null 
hypothesis is well approximated by : 
(23 + K ) - 0 ^ ” 0 4 ) 
X*>/104 
where N is the standard cumulative normal distribution Rinction. This probability is 
once again less than 0.000001. Thus，for these matched pairs we can also safely reject 
the null hypothesis. 
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Empirical Findings for the Applicability of the Black Scholes Model 
The results ’are presented in Table 8(A) to 8(D). Table A and B summarize the 
results of call options with near maturity and far maturity respectively. Table C and D 
summarize the results of put options with near maturity and far maturity respectively. 
TABLE 8 Empirical Results for Comparison of Implied Volatility 
TABLE A CaU Option, Current Month TABLE B ⑶ Op"o"，Next Month 
I Higher Pair I Total Pair I S t a t i s t i c a l I Higher Pair iTotal Pair"•“Istatislical 
Significant Sigml丨。-am 
ITM2-ITM1 85 TTo 0.00000% ITM2-ITM1 96 ~12 0.00000% 
I T M 2 - A T M - I ^ m 0.00000% ITM2-ATM-1 97 T i l OOOOOO'!.. 
ITM2-ATM-0 87 "To8 0.00000% ITM2-ATM-0 106 T l4 ITwmO"' . 
I T M 2 - O T M 1 " " W TI2 0.00000% ITM2-OTM1 110 118 ^00000% 
I T M 2 - O T M 2 8 6 I B 0.00000% ITM2-OTM2 _ 10 丨 118 ().()()()()()% 
I T M l - A T M - I n KM 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 % ITMl-ATM-I 89 Toi ^ J 0 0 0 % 
ITMl-ATM-O 82 ~To7 0.00000% ITMl-ATM-O ~ 98 丨04 ().()()()0()% 
I T M l - O T M l " " " 8 4 T i l 0.00000% ITMl-OTMl 100 108 0.000()(J% 
I T M 1 - O T M 2 7 3 TTi 0.09984% ITM1-0TM2 ~ 96 107 0.00000% 
ATM-I-ATM-Q 64 T ^ 0.52057% ATM-I-ATM-0 93 To3 磁 0 0 0 % 
A T M - 1 - O T M I ^ TOI 0.18646% ATM-I-OTMl 96 To7 000000% 
ATM-I-OTM2 59 TTo 19.54141% ATM-I-0TM2 92 To6 ^ ) ( ) 0 0 % 
ATM-O-QTMI ^ TTo 5.25210% ATM-Q-OTMl 85 TlO ^ J 0 0 0 % 
ATM-Q-OTM2 I E T o 97.00441% ATM-0-0TM2 79 T09 0.00008% 
O T M 1 - O T M 2 ~ ~ ^ U 7 99.72271% QTM1-0TM2 69 113 |o.722iil% 
TABLE； C Option, Current Month TABLE D Option，Next Month 
1 Higher Pair 丨ToUil Pair 丨 Statistical•“"“ | Higher Pair | Total Pair"""I Statistical 
Significant Sign 山 c:uU 
ITM2-ITM1 55 m 78.47287% ITM2-ITM1 ~ 5 1 113 17.34239% 
I T M 2 - A T M - I ^ T ^ 75.80364% I T M 2 - A T M - I 4 6 109 6.26968% 
ITM2-ATM-0 � 50.00000% ITM2-ATM-Q 47 106 14.266()8% 
I T M 2 - O T M 1 T g Tol 21.30073% ITM2-OTM1 ~ 34 107 [01196% 
I T M 2 - O T M 2 3 6 T06 0.06748% ITM2-OTM2 "26 TL7 丽OOO.M, 
I T M l - A T M - I T e ~ m 14.03744% ITMl-ATM-1 ~ 38 "llO "^08265% 
ITMl-ATM-O 35 ToO 0.18659% ITMl-ATM-Q ~ 44 '107 丨 84% 
I T M l - O T M l " " “ 3 4 ~ m 0.04039% ITMl-OTMl 28 T()8 
ITM1-OTM2~~20 HO 0.00000% ITM1-0TM2 19 ' n 8 "^00000% 
ATM-1-ATM-O 30 TO3 0.00175% ATM-I-ATM-O 38 To3 032057'；-.. 
ATM-I-OTMl 21 T?7 0.00002% ATM-I-OTMl"""23 To4 000()()()"-» 
ATM-I-0TM2 "B m 0.00000% ATM-I-QTM2 12 114 ^00000% 
ATM-Q-OTMl 21 T m 0.00000% ATM-O-OTMl 20 iQl 0.00000% 
ATM-0-0TM2 "H TT2 0 . 00000%~ ATM-0-0TM2 11 111 0.00000% 
O T M 1 - O T M 2 8 T B 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 % 0 T M 1 - 0 T M 2 1 6 112 0 . _ ( ) 0 % 
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For Call option, the ‘‘statistical significance" is the probability of obtaining the 
number of "higher pair" or larger; for Put option, the “statistical significance" is the 
probability of obtaining the number of "higher pair" or lower. In each group, "higher 
pair" represents the number of pairs where the option of higher strike price has higher 
implied volatility than that the option with lower strike price. For call options, if the 
statistical significance approaches 0%, it implies that there is significant evidence that 
options of lower strike price have higher implied volatility. For put options, if the 
statistical significance approaches 0%, it implies that there is a significant evidence that 
option of higher strike price has the higher implied volatility. 
Indications from examination of Tables A and B 
(1) For call options with near maturity, except for the case of 'out-of-the-money' 
options versus deeper ' out-of-the-money' options, the 0% statistical significance 
suggests that we can reject the null hypothesis that implied volatility is equal for all 
options，and accept the alternative hypothesis, i.e. the higher the degree the options are 
of'in-the-money', the higher the implied volatility. For call options with far maturity, 
similar conclusions can be also reached. 
(2) Call option of far maturity follows the relationship in (1) more closely than options 
with near maturity. In the far maturity case all pairs give statistical significance of less 
than 1%, while for near maturity case option pairs being ' out-of-the-money' does not 
have a low statistical significance. 
Indications from examination of Tables C and D 
(3) For put options with near maturity, except for the case of 'in-the-money' options 
versus deeper 'in-the-money' options, the 0% statistical significance suggests that we 
can reject the null hypothesis that implied volatility is equal for all options, and accept 
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the alternative hypothesis, i.e. the higher the degree of 'out-of-the-money', the higher 
the implied volatility. For put options with far maturity, similar conclusion can be 
reached. 
(4) Put option of far maturity follows the relationship in (3) more closely than options 
with near maturity. In the far maturity case most pairs give low statistical significance, 
while for near maturity case option pairs being ‘in-the-money, does not have a low 
statistical significance. 
Summing up the above findings, we can come to the conclusion that for call 
options on the HSI, implied volatilities tend to be relatively high for ‘in-the-money， 
options and relatively low for 'out-of-the-money' options; for put options on HSI, the 
reverse is true. These findings are in agreement with those of MacBeth and 
Merville(1979). Since a relatively high implied volatility is indicative of a relatively 
high option price and vice versa，the evidence suggests that relative mispricing is 
present. Note, however, that these results do not provide information on absolute 
mispricing. We still need to find out which money ranges are correctly priced. It should 
be noted that an option is priced by substituting the forecast on actual volatility into 
the pricing formula. Therefore, if we assume that the forecast on actual volatility is 
accurate, we can determine which option is correctly priced by comparing its implied 
volatility with that forecasted. The smaller the difference, the more accurate the option 
price will be. 
The daily actual volatility is computed using the data of 30 trading days. Then, 
the differences between the actual volatility and implied volatilities from various 
options are then computed. The mean squared error (MSE), which is a benchmark for 
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measuring the extent of the difference between the two variables, is then calculated. 
The results are shown in Table 9: 
TABLE 9 Mean Square Error of the Difference between 
Implied and Actual 30 Davs Volatilities 
一 Type Maturity ITM2 ITMl ATM-I ATM-0 OTMl O T M T " 
CALL NEAR 0.039201" 0 014141 0 005125 0.003589 0.00387 0.009359 
^ X L L N E X T ] a 0 1 6 ^ _ a 0 0 7 8 ^ 0 006497 0.005817 0.006108 0.009%2 
^ NEAR 0.004908 0.003966 0.003835 0.01088 
iFUT NEXT 0.0117591 0.0060621 0.0049071 0.004675| 0.0051621 0.01 1357 
From the above results, we see that, in general, volatility of ‘at-the-money, 
options have the smallest MSE with actual volatility. This result therefore suggests that 
volatility of ‘at-the-money，options are most approximate to the actual volatility, and 
hence it is the most correctly priced one. This result is in agreement with those of 
Latane and Rendlemen(1976), where it is stated that implied volatilities of ‘at-the_ 
money，options contain most information on the actual volatility. This phenomenon 
may be explained by the fact that 'at-the-money' options are usually the most actively 
traded, so that any mispricing can be easily recognized by arbitrageurs. The demand for 
underpriced options will increase and those for overpriced options will decrease, which 
will result in change of option price until the options are no longer mispriced. 
As stated in Table 9’ 'out-of-the-money' call and ‘in-the-money，put options 
have lower implied volatilities than 'at-the-money' options, while 'in-the-money' call 
and 'out-of-the-money' put options have higher implied volatilities. Therefore, as ‘at-
the-money' options are most correctly priced, we can also conclude that 'out-of-the-
money' call options are overpriced by B-S and ‘in-the-money，call options are 
underpriced by B-S. Similarly, 'out-of-the-money' put options are underpriced by 
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Black-Scholes and ‘in-the-money，put options are overpriced by B-S. These pricing 
biases in turn suggest that the pricing of HSI Options does not follow B-S pricing 
model exactly. The market-maker should therefore have made some adjustments to the 
Black-Scholes Model. 
In order to deduce what sort of adjustment has been made to the B-S for 
pricing HSI Options, we should look back to the cause of the price biases. As 
discussed in Chapter III, price biases from B-S is caused by a departure of the 
underlying asset's price from lognormality. In fact, our finding corresponds to the 
situation described in Figure 3(B).b, where, the actual HSI index distribution is of a 
fatter left tail and thinner right tail when compared with the lognormal distribution. 
Given above, we need to ask why the underlying asset's price distribution 
differs from the lognormal distribution? According to Rubinstein(1978), lognormal 
distribution of the underlying asset's price is based on the assumption that 
instantaneous volatility of the underlying asset is uncorrelated to the asset's price. To 
explain the situation in Figure 3(B).b, Hull (1987) pointed out that in practice the 
future volatility of the asset is uncertain, and the correlation of volatility with an asset 
price may have an impact on the asset price distribution. In particular, he stated that 
when the asset price and volatility are negatively correlated, an increase in asset price 
will lead to a decrease in volatility. This means that very high asset prices are less likely 
to be achieved than when volatility is constant. When asset prices decrease, volatility 
tends to increase, making it more likely that very low asset prices will be achieved. 
The above argument and our findings altogether suggest that if an adjusted B-S 
is used, the adjustment is most likely to include the negative correlation between the 
Hang Seng index and its volatility. 
. 4 0 
W ( n METHODOLOGY AND DATA EMPLQYF.D TN rNVESTTGATTON OF THE 
HFDGTNG EFFECTTVENESS OF DIFFERENT DERIVATIVE EQUITY 
INSTRUMENT 
The purpose of this part is to investigate the relative effectiveness of hedging 
through different derivative instruments. Throughout the discussion, we will assume 
that we have a long position in the Hang Seng Index (i.e., a portfolio of equity which 
has payoff and risk equal to that of one "share" of the Hang Seng Index ). Only the 
long position in the spot is considered because this is most frequently the position of 
the portfolio manager who wishes to hedge. 
Three different portfolios are formed to hedge the portfolio of one ‘‘share” of 
the Hang Seng Index. They involve (1) a long position in Hang Seng Index put 
options, (2) a short position in Hang Seng Index call options and (3) a short position in 
Hang Seng Index futures. These three instruments are investigated because they are 
widely known as effective tools of portfolio insurance and are available in the Hong 
Kong market. However, in this study, we will not consider the exact effect of 
transaction costs, margin requirements and other specific features of the hedging 
vehicles. 
In this study, the daily closing price of HSI, HSI Options and HSI futures will 
be used. As in our analysis in Section IV(B), the duration of study is from mid-April 
to mid-September, 1994. We will further divide this period into five subperiods of one 
month duration each. That is, the duration from April 15 to May 14 will be considered 
as one subperiod. As a result, we could compare the hedging performance of various 
derivative instruments within these subperiods. 
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Methodology 
In order to investigate the hedging effectiveness of the three derivative 
instruments, we will use the method of dynamic hedging to rebalance the hedged 
portfolio every day. Near and ‘at-the-money，contracts are used to construct the 
hedging portfolios. The superiority of employing near contracts in short horizon 
strategies has been well-established [See Alderson and Zivner (1989), and Grant and 
Eaker (1989)]. Each contract series is utilized until the 14th day of its expiration 
month. That is, the option which will expire in May will be used for hedging from 
April 15 to May 14. Meanwhile，the 'at-the-money' restriction is to maximize pricing 
efficiency and trading volume. In this study, an 'at-the-money' contract is defined as 
the contract with the smallest absolute difference between the exercise price and the 
price of the underlying index for each trading day. 
As noted in chapter III, two-step approach will be adopted to investigate 
hedging. 
(1) Identify the appropriate hedge ratio for the futures and options and then to set up 
the hedged portfolio for each of the derivatives. 
(2) Compare the return of the hedged portfolio with a target risk free rate. 
Details of each of the above steps are outlined in the following discussion. 
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Step 1 ： Setting up the theoretical hedged portfolio 
A The Future Hedged Portfolio 
The future hedge ratio is a simple OLS regression of the form: 
R , t=oc + P ,R , ,+s , (11) 
where Rs，t is the rate of return on the HSI at time t, K^ , is the rate of return on HSI 
futures, and (3^  is the optimal hedge ratio. Note that the returns are expressed as rates 
of return in percentage form. Hence, the value of (3 is the regressed value of rate of 
return in HSI divided by rate of return in HSI Futures as follows. 
p = Rate of Return in HSI (%) 
Rate of Return in HSI Futures (%) 
To find out Pt，the daily hedge ratios are estimated from a rolling 30 trading 
day regression for daily rate of returns for the spot and futures. That means, every (3 is 
obtained from regression of last 30 pairs of daily rate of returns in the HSI and HSI 
Futures. In addition, the hedging will be dynamically rebalanced daily based on the 
most updated P^. 
After the hedged portfolio is formed, we could define the return on the futures 
hedged portfolio, which consists of underlying and hedged position, , as below 
Rp,=Rs,-(Hp .H*Rf. t ) (12) 
where H口-丨 is the optimal hedge ratio obtained from lagged values of p^ in equation 
(11) and all other variables are defined as before. For the well-hedged portfolio, the 
target return is the daily risk-free yield (approximated with I-month HIBOR). 
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B The Options Hedged Portfolios 
The hedge ratio for the index options is defined using the Black and Scholes 
(1973) delta hedge. The delta hedge is the cumulative normal of d, , N(d,), with 
l n ( % ) + (rt+0.5cT2-dt)T 
d u = ………••… 
Where I, is the spot value of the HSI, E is the at-the-money exercise price (as 
previous defined), a is the historical volatility of the HSI daily returns over the 
previous contract period, is the annualized continuously compounded risk-free rate, 
and r i s the fraction of a year until expiration. The hedge ratio is revised daily. 
To determine the number of call options to short in hedged portfolio, the hedge 
ratio is defined as H,,, = 1/N(d, J . Similarly, the number of put options to long is 
Hpt = 1/(1-N(d, J ) . Obviously, the values of H o and Hp.t are different. The return 
on the call hedged portfolio, R,., , and the return on the put hedged portfolio, Rp.^, are 
defined as below. 
R c . = R s . - ( H c . / R c . J 04 ) 
Rp.t=Rs,t+(Hp.t/Rp,t) (15) 
where R and R . are the daily returns of the index call and put. Again ,the target 
return for the put and call hedged portfolios is simply the daily risk-free rate (i.e. 1-
month HIBOR) 
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Step 2 ： Comparison with the Risk Free Rate 
The straightforward effectiveness measure of the hedging tools is obtained by 
comparing the hedged return with the risk-free rate (HIBOR) that could have been 
earned during the same time period. The differences between hedged returns and risk 
free rates are found. Then, t-test are constructed to test the hypothesis of significant 
differences in the returns on the hedged portfolio, R,, (for i= F, C, P), and the risk-
free rate, . The t-statistic is shown below. 
t 、 x * 二 ) i , 2 ………(16) 
where 
X = the mean of the difference between R^ ^  and R—； 
G、= the standard deviation of the mean difference series; 
N = the number of observations for the mean difference series. 
From this test, a positive (negative) t-value indicates that the rate of return of 
the hedged portfolio is larger (smaller) than the risk-free rate of interest. The smaller 
the absolute size of the t-value, the more effective is the hedge. Given a HIBOR rate 
of 3%, for example, a hedged return of 4% (say, t-value 二 1.22) would be judged as 
more effective than a hedged return of 8% (say, t-value = 2.55) , even though, of 
course, 8% is more desirable. 
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Empirical Findings for Hedging Effectiveness of Different Derivative Instruments 
As discussed in the methodology, the first step for this part is to form the 
hedged portfolio. The hedge ratios for options and futures are derived from OLS 
regression and Black-Scholes Model. The summary of the hedge ratios is shown in 
Table 10. 
TABLE 10 The Hedge Ratios for Portfolio 
Instrument Average Minimum Maximum 
Short Futures ^ ^ 0 . = 
Short Call Options 1.8687 1.7816 2.0113 
Long Put Options ~ 
Table 11 below summarizes the results of the different t-tests for the hedged 
portfolio. The t-test is used to test the null hypothesis that the return for the hedged 
portfolio is equal to the risk free rate. I f the t value is large, no matter it is positive or 
negative, the null hypothesis should be rejected and therefore it can be implied that 扑e 
derivative used is not a good hedging instrument. A positive t-value indicates that the 
rate of the return of the hedged portfolio exceeds the risk-free rate. 
TART.R 11 Summary of the Hedging Performance of Various Hedged Portfolio 
I Subpenod Average Average """"Put P o r t f o l i o ~ Call Portfolio Futures Portfolio 
Daily Free Daily 
Rate HSI 
Return 
— "“ Return t value Return t value Return t value 
八pritM.qv 1 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 - 0 . 0 ^ - 0 . 0 0 0 7 - 0 . 2 4 0 ^ ^ O J ^ J ^ l J J ^ l i l j ^ 
Mnv IS-Jnn 14 O O O m T r 1.5E-5 -0.0007 -0.2593 0 . 0 0 1 1 _ _ 0 3 3 1 ! _ _ i L ^ _ _ d l H ： ^ 
T„i, Till 11 」、，_|w 6 3 丨 - 0 . 0 2 9 8 -0.0()04 -0.2357 -().()0(>4__-().3州 
‘Tnl IS-Auo 14 ； ] - 0 . 0 0 0 8 " -0.4450 0.0008 0.4384 O j j O l j _ _ _ 丨 -而 
Alio I5-Sep 14 ‘ 0 000125 0.001888 丨-0.0004 -0.2099 0.0004 0.1345 0.()()()6 ( ) . 4隱 
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From the table, we can see that nearly all the t-values are within the range of 
-0.5 and +0.5. So, we can say that the returns for the hedged portfolios are not 
significantly different from the risk free rate. However, the reason why there is still 
some deviation from the expected target return is that part of the risk is not hedged. 
Basis'' risk is introduced for the future hedged portfolio as the iliture contracts are 
liquidated before the maturity date. 
Besides, as no hedged portfolio demonstrates a consistently lower t-value for 
all five subperiods, this implies that none of the three derivatives can outperform the 
others to form the hedged portfolio. This result is in line with the result found by 
Hancock and Weise (1994) for the S&P 500 Index. 
In fact, the portfolios are designed to hedge the downside risk, i.e. to prevent 
the value of the portfolio from dropping below a certain level when the HSI declines in 
certain subperiod. It seems that all three derivatives (i.e., put options, call options and 
futures) can perform this task. This is because, as observed from the results for 
subperiods of April-May and June-July, the hedged portfolio can help increase the 
return from the negative HSI returns to a value closer to risk free rate. 
In general, the returns for the put options are lower than those of call options. 
This may be due to the fact that the time value of option is lost when we use the “long 
put，，as a hedging tool. On the other hand, we could gain the time value of options 
when we “short a call" during the hedging period. 
The evidence presented above suggests that all three hedging derivatives are 
more or less the same in terms of effectiveness for hedging a spot position in the HSI. 
15 The basis is the difference between the futures price and the spot price. On the 
maturity date of a contract, the basis must be zero. 
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Thus, investors must evaluate the transaction costs, margin requirements, contract 
features, and the risks of each market to determine which instrument is best suited for 
their hedging needs. 
However, once transaction costs are considered, the dynamic process may 
become very expensive. As a consequence, we must consider imperfect rebalance 
disciplines involving a trade-off between replication error and transaction costs. For 
“time discipline", Ethan S. Etzioni (1986) has shown, in the S&P index market, that 
the weekly adjustment method had the best utility value. Obviously’ rebalancing every 
day and certainly every hour would be too costly. 
In general, the market makers may use delta hedging as a hedging method. 
However, investors will not consider the value of delta for hedging. Instead, they may 
also take lambda^^ into consideration. 
Concerning liquidity, future may be more appropriate for hedging. This is 
because the daily volume for HSI Futures is much larger than HSI Options. Based 
upon recent data. Recently, the daily volume of HSI Options is only about 15 percent 
of the daily volume in HSI Futures. Besides, the liquidity of the HSI Futures market is 
higher 口 
16 Lambda is defined as (% change in option)/(% change in underlying value). 
17 Based upon interview with Mr. Ricky Ho of Indoseuz 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS, RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AND TRENDS OF HSI OPTIONS 
Conclusions 
This report has given a brief review on the performance of the HSI Options 
market. The development and the characteristics of the market in Hong Kong have 
been studied. In the analysis section, we have studied three aspects of the HSI Options 
market : market efficiency, pricing and hedging effectiveness of the instrument. 
For market efficiency, our results show that when transaction costs are not 
considered, Put-Call Parity does not hold in the market. This indicates the possibility of 
arbitrage opportunity in the market. I f we relax this assumption, however, arbitrage 
.opportuni ty may not really exist due to market-makers quoting large bid/ask spreads. It 
is therefore recommended that further studies should focus on the effect of the bid/ask 
spread on market efficiency. 
In the study of the pricing of options, the empirical results suggest that the use 
of Black-Scholes model could lead to mispricing. This means that the market makers 
do not use the exact Black-Scholes model to price options. Also, the pattern of bias is 
studied in order to deduce the probable adjustment that market makers need to make 
to the Black-Scholes model. One possible adjustment is that, instead of assuming zero 
correlation between Hang Seng Index and its volatility, the model should allow for 
negative correlation between them. 
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When the hedging effectiveness of different derivatives, i.e. HSI Options and 
Futures, are compared, the results suggest that there is no hedging vehicle which could 
consistently outperform others instruments. This result is in line with the result of 
similar studies in the United States in 1994 [See Hancock and Weise (1994)]. 
However，the above implication is obtained under the assumption that transaction costs 
are zero. In practice, transactions cost are one of the most important considerations in 
the market. I f we take transaction costs into consideration, HSI Futures may be more 
favourable than HSI Options as HSI Futures' transaction costs are lower. Besides, the 
liquidity of HSI Futures is higher than that for HSI Options. This is another reason 
why HSI Futures are more common being used as a hedging instrument. 
International Status 
The HSI Options market is growing rapidly compared to its counterparts 
around the world (See Appendix 7). From January to September 1994, the HSI 
Options turnover amounted to 422,519 contracts，the eighteenth largest in the world'', 
up from twenty-fourth place in 1993. Given the fact that HSI Options have been 
launched for two years, the rate of growth of 197.74% is impressive. This growth rate 
was the highest in the world. The market share of the HSI Options has also increased 
from 0.13% of the total volume of all other major index options in the world in the first 
three quarters of 1993 to 0.32% in the corresponding period in 1994. These figures 
reveal clearly the influence of the vital hedging tools to the market. 
Operationally, the number of market makers has increased from 5 when HSI 
Options were first introduced in March 1993 to a total of 14 as in November 1994. As 
18 Source :The Securities Journal. February 95. p. 14-15 
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more market makers have begun trading，the more competitive and transparent the 
options prices have become. Moreover, the open interest at expiry day has been 
increasing gradually. According to Miss Judy Cheng'', the marketing manager of the 
HKFE, this is an indication of long-term liquidity in the market. 
Work to Be Done 
According to Ivers Riley2。，the chief executive of the HKFE, the next step is to 
educate the customer. In addition, in the opinion of Fred Hochberger, director and 
general manager of Barings Futures (HK) the retail crowd tends to buy and sell 
options without any knowledge of options theory. Others rely on brokers who may 
not understand options themselves. In order to remedy the situation, the HKFE holds 
various training courses for the participants and regular educational seminars for the 
• 22 
general public . 
Besides, the HKFE and the Stock Exchange Hong Kong (SEHK) actively 
cooperate with each other. One key issue facing both exchanges is whether they will 
co-operate with each other in recognizing cross margins. This allows investors with 
two opposite positions in the stock and futures exchanges to effectively match the 
23 
margins and reduce the total margin paid. 
19 Source : “Derivatives: The Way of the Future(s)?" Hongkong Industrialist 
September 1994. p. 10-15. 
20 Source: Diane Brady. "Lagging Options." Hong Kong Week. July 11, 1994 
21 Source: Asian Wall Street Journal, July 11, 1994 
22 Source: The Security Journal. November 1994. p.21 
23 Source: South China Morning Post. October 27, 1994 
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APPENDIX 1 
HANG SENG INDEX CONSTITUENT STOCKS 
(EFFECTIVE FROM NOVEMBER 30, 1994)'' 
Finance Sector (3 Stocks) 
Bank of East Asia Ltd. 
Hang Seng Bank Ltd. 
HSBC Holdings pic 
Utilities Sector (4 Stocks) 
China Light & Power Co. Ltd. 
Hongkong Electric Holdings Ltd. 
Hong Kong & China Gas Co. Ltd. 
Hong Kong Telecomunications Ltd. 
Properties Section (10 stocks) 
Amoy Properties Ltd. 
Cheung Kong (Holdings) Ltd. 
Great Eagle Holdings Ltd. 
Hang Lung Development Co. Ltd. 
Henderson Land Development Co. Ltd. 
HongKong Land Holdings Ltd. 
Hopewell Holdings Ltd. 
Hysan Development Co. Ltd. 
New World Development Co. Ltd. 
Sun Hung Kai Properties Ltd. 
rnmmerce & Industry Sectoral6 stocks) 
Cathay Pacific ltd. 
Dairy Farm International Holdings Ltd. 
Guangdong Investment Ltd. 
Hong Kong Aircraft Engineering Co. Ltd. 
Hongkong & Shanghai Hotels Ltd. 
Hutchison Whampoa Ltd. 
Johnson Electric Holdings Ltd. 
Mandarin Oriental International Ltd. 
Miramar Hotel & Investment Co. Ltd 
Oriental Press Group Ltd. 
Shun Tak Holdings Ltd. 
Swire Pacific Ltd. (A Shares) • 
Television Broadcasts ltd. 
Wharf (Holdings)Ltd. 
The Wheelock and Co. Ltd. 
24 Extracted in verbatim 
Source : Using Hang Seng Index Futures p . 18 
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APPENDIX 2 
EXPIRATION CYCLE TABLE FOR HSI OPTIONS'' 
January January, February, March, June 
February February, March, June, September 
March March, April, June September 
April April, May, June, September 
May May, June, September, December 
June June, July, September, December 
July July, August, September, December 
August August, September, December, March 
September September, October, December, March 
October October, November, December, March 
November November, December, March, June 
December December, January, March, June 
25 Extracted in verbatim 
Source : Understanding Options P. 26 
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APPENDIX 3 
EXPLANATION OF OPTION TERMS'' 
American Style Option that can be exercised anytime before the expiry day. 
At-the-money An option is “at the-money" if the market price of the 
underlying shares is the same as the exercise price of the option. 
Breakeven Point This is the level of the underlying commodity where an option 
position makes neither a profit nor a loss 
Call Option An option giving the holder the right to BUY the underlying 
commodity at an agreed price, on or before an agreed date. For 
cash settled contracts of difference, the holder will receive a 
cash payment equivalent to the amount (if any) by which the 
price of the underlying commodity is greater than the strike 
price. 
Cash settled Some options are settled on exercise by the physical delivery of 
the underlying commodity. Other options(HSI Options) are 
settled by cash payment which is determined by the intrinsic bale 
and Contract Multiplier of the contract. 
Cycle The set of expiry days for an option. HSI Options trade on a 
quarterly cycle of March, June, September and December with 
the addition of the current month and next calendar month. 
European Style An option that can only be exercised on Expiry Day. HSI 
Options are European Style options. 
Exercise The process by which the holder takes up the rights inferent in 
the option. A call holder will exercise the right to buy, and a 
put holder the right to sell, at the strike price. HSI Options are 
automatically exercised by the Clearing House on Expiry Day. 
Expiry Day The last, or only, day on which an option can be exercised. 
Holder An investor who buys an option to create an open position. 
In-the-money An option is "in-the-money" if the market price of the 
underlying commodity is above the exercise price of the option 
in the case of a call option, and below the exercise price in the 
case of a put option. 
27 Extracted in verbatim 
Source : Understanding Options P.8-9 
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Intrinsic Value Amount by which the option is In-the-money. Usually 
expressed in terms of units of the underlying commodity(i.e. 
Index points). An option holder will only realise the intrinsic 
value on exercise, but the intrinsic value is used in the sense of 
what the holder would receive if exercise were possible at that 
moment in time. 
Long Position Results from an opening purchase. "Long" does not refer to 
market direction. (A long put position is equivalent to being 
short the market.) 
Option Premium The traded price of an option and is usually expressed in terms 
of the underlying i.e.，HSI Option are quoted in index points. 
Put Option An option giving the holder the right to SELL the underlying 
commodity at an agreed price, on or before an agreed date. For 
cash settled contracts of difference, the holder will receive a 
cash payment equivalent to the amount (if any) by which the 
strike price is greater than the price of the underlying 
commodity. 
Short Position An option writer goes short, or has a short position;, when he 
sells an option that he did not previously own. "Short" does not 
refer to market direction. (I.e. a writer of a put position would 
be short the option but long the market.) 
Strike price/ The level of the underlying commodity at which the option is 
Exercise Price exercised. 
Underlying For HSI Options the underlying commodity is the HSI. 
Commodity 
Volatility The analyzed standard deviation of the market return on the 
underlying commodity. Used as a measurement of expected 
changes in price of the underlying over a given period. 
\Yriter An investor who has a short position. 
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APPENDIX 4 
OPTIONS RISK DISCLOSURE STATEMENT'' 
BECAUSE OF THE VOLATILE NATURE OF THE STOCK AND COMMODITY MARICETS, 
THE PURCHASE AND WRITING OF OPTIONS INVOLVES A HIGH DEGREE OF RISK. 
OPTION TRANSACTIONS SHOULD BE ENTERED INTO ONLY BY PERSONS WHO HAVE 
READ AND UNDERSTOOD THIS DISCLOSURE STATEMENT AND WHO UNDERSTAND THE 
NATURE AND EXTENT OF THEIR RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS AND THE RISKS 
INVOLVED IN OPTION TRANSACTIONS. 
BOTH THE BUYER AND THE SELLER OF AN OPTION SHOULD BE AWARE OF THE 
CO^IMODITY UNDERLYING THE CONTRACT AND WHETHER OR NOT THE UNDERLYING 
COMMODITY IS ACTUALLY TO BE DELIVERED OR RECEIVED, OR IF THE OPTION IS TO 
BE SETTLED BY A CASE PAYMENT. 
THE HOLDER OF AN OPTION SHOULD BE AWARE THAT AN OPTION IS A WASTING 
ASSET AND THERE IS A POSSIBILITY THAT THE HOLDER MAY SUFFER THE LOSS OF 
THE TOTAL PREMIUM PAID FOR THE OPTION, THE WRITER OF AN OPTION SHOULD BE 
AWARE THAT ADDITIONAL MARGIN MAY BE REQUIRED IF THE POSITION MOVES 
AGAINST THE WRITER AN OPTION HOLDER SHOULD BE AWARE THAT IN ORDER TO 
REALIZE A PROFIT IT WILL BE NECESSARY TO EITHER EXERCISE THE OPTION OR 
OFFSET THE LONG OPTION POSITION IN THE MARKET THROUGH A CLOSING TRADE, 
UNDER SOME CIRCUMSTANCES IT MAY BE DIFFICULT TO TRADE THE OPTION DUE TO 
LACK OF LIQUIDITY IN THE MARKET. AN OPTION HOLDER SHOULD BE AWARE THA T 
SOME OPTIONS CAN ONLY BE EXERCISED ON THE EXPIRY DAY (e.g. HSI OPTIONS) AND THAT OTHER OPTIONS MAY BE EXERCISED AT ANY TIME BEFORE EXPIRATION. 
THE HONG KONG FUTURES EXCHANGE REQUIRES THAT ALL CLIENTS RECEIVE THIS 
OPTIONS RISK DISCLOSURE STATEMENT AND SIGN THE ATTACFFID 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT SLIP. NO MEMBER OF THE FUTURES EXCHANGE CAN ACCEPT 
ORDERS FROM A CLIENT UNTIL THIS ACKNOWLEDGMENT SLIP HAS BEEN RETURNED 
TO THEM. 
THE EXCHANGE DOES NOT INTEND FOR THIS STATEMENT TO ENDORSE OR PROMOTE 
THE TRADING OF OPTIONS 
Name of member Firm :-
Name of Client:-
I/We the undersigned acknowledge that I/We have read and understood the contents of the Options 
Risk Disclosure Statement. 
Signed_ _Date_ 
27 Extracted in verbatim 
Source : Understanding Options P.8-9 
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APPENDIX 5 
OPTIONS INFORMATION STATEMENT'' 
Contract information> 
Strike price; Expiry Day; underlying commodity; option type; buy or sell order; 
opening or closing trade; current quoted price; and order type. 
Underlying Commodity:-
method of delivery or cash settlement process; contract size; and calculation of 
settlement prices. 
Exercise procedures:-
American or European style exercise. 
Premium :-
Calculation of contract value; payment of premium. 
Margin:-
Approximate Client margin requirements; variation adjustment payments; collateral 
that may be lodged as margin; and payment of margin. 
Transaction costs:- . 
Minimum commission; Exchange Fees; Exercise Fees; and other applicable levies. 
27 Extracted in verbatim 
Source : Understanding Options P.8-9 
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APPENDIX 6 
CONTRACT SPECIFICATIONS OF HANG SENG INDEX OPTIONS^' 
The main features of HSI Options are that they are European style, cash-settled 
contracts of difference. Although the European Style means that an option can only be 
exercised on the Expiry Day, option positions can be opened of closed on any trading 
day. 
Underlying Index Hang Seng Index(The share price index of that name compiled, 
computed and disseminated by HSI Services Ltd).* 
Contract Multiplier HK$ 50 per Index point.* 
Contract Months Current and next calendar months plus the next two months 
from the following quarterly cycle: March, June，September, 
December.* 
Trading Hours Two Trading Sessions per day: 
10:00-12:30 and 14:30-16:00 local Hong Kong Time.* 
Trading Method Open outcry in accordance with the Rules of the Exchange. * 
Expiry Day The Business Day immediately preceding the last Business Day 
of the Contract Month.* 
Option Premium Option premium multiplied by the Contract Multiplier. 
Cabinet Bids HK$ 10.00 per contract, to include all applicable fees and levies. 
Strike Price Strike price shall be set as follows: 
(I) at intervals of fifty (50) Index points at strike prices below 
two thousand (2000) index points; (II) at intervals of one 
hundred (100) index points at strike prices at or above two 
thousand (2000) index points but below eight thousand (8000) 
index points; (iii) at intervals of two hundred (200) index points 
at strike prices at or above eight thousand (8000) index points; 
and (iv) on a temporary time be determined by the Chief 
Executive in consultation with the Commission or at other 
intervals as may from time to time be determined by the Board 
in consultation with the Commission. The exchange reserves 
the right to introduce new strike prices at any time. 
Exercise Style European style options, which may be exercised only on Expiry 
Day. 
27 Extracted in verbatim 
Source : Understanding Options P.8-9 
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Settlement on Cash settlement of the difference between the official settlement 
Exercise price and the strike (exercise) price. 
Final Settlement Business Day immediately following Expiry Day 
Day 
Official Settlement The Official Settlement Price for Hang Seng Index Options shall 
Price be a number, rounded down to the nearest whole number, 
declared by the Clearing House and shall, subject to Sections 
010 and Oi l of the Regulations for trading Stock Index options, 
be the average of the quotations of the Hang Seng Index taken 
at five (5) minute interval during the Expiry Day and compiled, 
computed and disseminated by HSI Services Ltd.* 
Position Limits Nil 
Large Open Position 500 Contracts in any one series for each Client 
« 
Minimum Fluctuation One Index point* 
Margin Requirements Margin procedures as set out in the Exchange Rules . 
*Same as the Hang Seng Index Futures Contract 
Trading Fees+ 
Exchange Fee :HK$10.00 per contract per side 
(Including a HKFE Development 
Fund Fee of HK$0.50) 
SFC Levy :HK$1.00 per contract per side 
Compensation Fund Levy :HK$0.5 per contract per side 
Total =HK$11.50 per contract per side 
+ These fees are subject to change and investors should consult their brokers. 
Exercise Fees 
Options that are exercised on Expiry Day shall attract an Exercise Fee of HK$ 10.00 
are not exercised will be deemed to have expired worthless and will not 
attract an Exercise Fee. 
Minimum Commissions 
Minimum Commissions will be payable on all trades and will be set at the lesser of : 
a) 1% of the Contract Value rounded up to the nearest Hong Kong Dollar with a 
minimum of HK$30; and 
b) HK$100 . . . 
Options that are designated Cabinet Bids shall not attract a minimum commission, as 
they have no Contract Value. 
Cabinet Bids . 
These are options that are considered worthless and may be closed out at a nominal 
value ofHKSlO.OO per contract which includes all Trading Fees. These contracts will 
be displayed on the price reporting screens as "CAB" bid since options cannot 
otherwise be traded at less that the Minimum Fluctuation of one index points. 
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APPENDIX 7 
TRADING SUMMARY FOR HSI OPTIONS 
Monthly Average O p e n “ Volume Average 
Month Volume Daily Interest at Ratio : HSI Implied 
(lots) Volume Expiry Day Options/HSI Volatility 
nntd (Contracts、Futures (%) (%) 
MAR/93 12937 — 681 4059 6.3 N ^ _ 
APR 10050 “ 529 2326 ^ _ 
m a y “ 13144 一 626 一 5276 9.8 N A _ 
JUN 11735 ~~ 587 2863 8.0 ^ _ 
JUL 29995 “ 1363 9209 16.3 2 3 J _ 
AUG 一 28676 一 1366 11364 15.0 ^ _ 
SEP — 35376 ~~1685 10737 18.5 2 0 . 0 _ 
OCT 56468 — 2 8 3 3 22047 ^ ？:lA__ 
NOV “ 56228 一 2556 25412 16.0 ^ _ _ 
DEC 40611 11.7 _ _ M I _ _ 
J AN/94 39900 “ 1900 22099 ^ ^ _ _ 
FEB ~ 41595 2311 25576 12.7 4 6 . 0 _ 
M ^ —51868 ^ 5 5 22467— 12.6 _ _ 4 4 7 _ 
— A P R 23152 12.1 _ ^ _ _ 
M A Y 51910 ""“2360 29496 l^A ^ _ _ 
JUN 44336 2217 23140 13^ _ _ 
JUL 45931 ^ ~ ~ 28697 15.2 _ ^ _ 
AUG 49851 — 2266 37459 ！ ^ ^ _ _ 
SEP 63363 — 3017 19456 I M ^ _ 
~ O C T 5 6 0 7 1 2804 24293 17.2 ^ J J _ 
73355 I I J 3 3 4 _ _ _ _ ^ 0 3 0 19.1 ？M _ _ 
一 DEC 54732 I 2737 15979 13.8 28.2 
N. A. = Data not Available 
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